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 7.1.7 The Institution has disabled-friendly, barrier free environment 

1. Built environment with ramps/lifts for easy access to classrooms. 

2. Disabled-friendly washrooms 

3. Signage including tactile path, lights, display boards and signposts 

4. Assistive technology and facilities for persons with disabilities ( 

Divyangjan) accessible website, screen-reading software, mechanized 

equipment 

5. Provision for enquiry and information : Human assistance, reader, scribe, 

soft copies of reading material, screen reading 

 

1. 4 or All of the above 

2. 3 of the above 

3. 2 of the above 

4. 1 of the above 

5. None of the above 

 

Findings of DVV: 

1) Provide Link to Geo tagged photos and videos with date and caption. 

2) Provide Bills and invoice/purchase order/AMC in support of facility. 

3) Provide Brief report on facilities provided for enquiry and information. 

4) Provide Bills for the software procured for providing the assistance. 

 

Response of HEI: 

1) Provide Link to Geo tagged photos and videos with date and caption. 

 

Link for Geo tagged photos and videos with date and caption is as follows. 

            Geo tagged photos and videos with date and caption 

 

https://sscoetjalgaon.ac.in/public/naac/DVV/Criteria_7/7_1_7/1_Geotagged_photo%20with%20Date%20%26%20caption.pdf
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2) Provide Bills and invoice/purchase order/AMC in support of facility. 

 

 Link for Bills and invoice/purchase order/AMC in support of facility is as follows. 

               Bills and invoice/purchase order/AMC in support of facility 

3)  Provide Brief report on facilities provided for enquiry and information  

        Link for Brief report on facilities provided for enquiry and information is as follows 

           Report on facilities provided for enquiry and information 

4)    Provide Bills for the software procured for providing the assistance. 

      Link for Bills for the software procured for providing the assistance is as follows  

         Bills for the software procured for providing the assistance 

 

 

 

https://sscoetjalgaon.ac.in/public/naac/DVV/Criteria_7/7_1_7/2_PO_of_Lift_merged.pdf
https://sscoetjalgaon.ac.in/public/naac/DVV/Criteria_7/7_1_7/Final_information%20broucher.pdf
https://sscoetjalgaon.ac.in/public/naac/DVV/Criteria_7/7_1_7/Website_for_Divyang.pdf

